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Preceding Work

Ethan Berman and co-
authors work on 
snowpack dynamics in 
the Yellowhead

– Set the stage in terms 
of modeling snow 
conditions

– Demonstrated that 
snow conditions 
affected individual 
habitat selection in 
spring
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Development

My research goal was
– To take these powerful, novel datasets developed 

by the GrizzlyPAW program describing dynamic 
portions of grizzly bear habitat and;

– Apply it to important ecological questions 
regarding grizzly bear behavior

This led to a focus on grizzly bear behavior in 
spring in relation to dynamic snow conditions
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Research Question

How do changing snowpack conditions affect 
grizzly bear denning phenology in spring (i.e. 
bear activity date)?

How is bear activity date likely changing through 
time across BMA 3?
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Methods

RQ – How does snow affect when individual 
bears become active in spring

Need to measure
– When bears become active in spring
– Spring snowmelt
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Methods

Individual bear activity date
– Den emergence 

• i.e. first GPS fix of the year

– Individual bear activity date
• When an individual leaves the proximity of the den site 

and begins to access their larger home range
• Measured using an Net Squared Displacement (NSD) 

curve
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Methods - NSD
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Methods – Snow conditions

Snowpack dynamics
– Began with Berman et al. estimating snowmelt 

date using median melt date
– Further developed to describe

• Start date of melt
• End date of melt
• Melt rate
• Melt consistency
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Methods – Snow Conditions
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Methods – Snow Conditions
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Methods

Build a simple model using 48 unique individuals

Individual bear activity date ~ melt start date + 
melt end date + melt rate + melt consistency
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Results

Individual bear activity date highly associated 
with three snowpack variables

– Earlier melt end date = earlier activity date
– More rapid melt rate = earlier activity date
– Less consistent melt = earlier activity date

These three variables explained 45% of variation 
in individual activity date
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Results

We then applied the activity date – snowmelt 
model across BMA 3 to assess potential changes 
through time
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Results
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Results
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Results
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Key Takeaways

Individual spring activity dates in grizzly bear are 
largely dictated by snow melt characteristics. 
Melt end date, melt rate, and melt consistency 
all influenced when individuals began to access 
their larger annual home ranges. 
Earlier and more rapid melt resulted in earlier 
activity dates. 
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Key Takeaways

Predicted bear activity dates across the Yellowhead
region indicated that bear activity is likely 
unchanged or becoming earlier due to snow
Depending on how bear food phenology is changing 
(Cam!!) this could result in increased food scarcity 
at a time when available forage is already scarce
Finally, an increase in food scarcity could lead to 
increased human – grizzly bear conflict in areas 
with human populations and advancing snow melt.
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Thank You for Attending
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